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Abstract

Fast electrons transport has been studied in cold solid density CH, cold CH foam (200 mg/cm3),

and CH plasma (40 eV 30 mg/cm3) targets– the latter created by shocking the CH foam with

a 1.2 kJ long pulse laser and allowing it to expand. The fast electrons were produced using the

OMEGA EP laser pulse (800 J, 8 ps) incident on a Au flat target. With the CH plasma, the

fluence of fast electrons reaching a Cu foil at the far side of the transport was reduced significantly

(25X weaker peak Kα emission). Particle-in-Cell simulations using the OSIRIS code modeled fast

electron transport in the unshocked foam and plasma cases assuming fixed ionization and including

source generation, transport in Au and CH layers, Coulomb collisions, and refluxing. Simulations

indicate two main mechanisms which alter electron energy transport through the target between

the foam and plasma cases, both due to the magnetic field: a collimating field in the CH region,

caused by the resistivity of the return current and more prevalent in the foam; and an insulating

field at the Au-CH interface, present only with the plasma.

PACS numbers: 52.38.Kd, 52.25.Fi, 52.57.Kk
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The interaction of a short pulse, relativistic intensity laser with above critical-density

plasma results in efficient energy transfer into a beam of fast electrons. The source pa-

rameters and transport characteristics in cold material and warm plasma have important

implications to uses such as Fast Ignition (FI) fusion [1], in which > MeV charged par-

ticles (typically electrons) must deposit sufficient energy into dense fuel [2]. Transport of

the high current beams required can be impacted by filamentation [3], anomalous stopping

[4], and other complexities as summarized in Ref. [5]. Transport of fast electrons has been

studied computationally using hybrid Particle-in-Cell (PIC) codes [6, 7]; and experimentally

in planar geometry [8, 9], allowing measurement of the electron beam transverse profile at

slices along its trajectory. However, the transport layers in those experimental studies were

initially cold solid material. Pérez et al. [10] conducted an experiment to investigate fast

electron transport through cylindrically imploded plasma. It was noted that electron beam

transport fell off rapidly as the material underwent implosion, but in their follow-up stud-

ies [11], x-ray and proton radiography were compared to hydrodynamic simulations, which

determined that large temperature and density gradients could have existed in the radial di-

mension. Ref. [12] showed that those gradients could have created magnetic fields capable of

affecting the transport. A more recent study [13] used a short pulse and counter-propagating

long pulse to avoid such complications. The resistive and collisional stopping powers were

measured using a 35 J, 1.5 ps short pulse driver. It was estimated that with a higher energy,

multi-picosecond driver, the two powers would be comparable, and for even higher currents

relevant to FI, resistive stopping would remain low.

In this letter, we present experimental and PIC simulations of short pulse, high intensity

laser-generated fast electrons’ transport, with significantly longer pulse length and higher

total energy (8 ps and 800 J). It is the first systematic comparative study of transport of a

FI-relevant electron sources through both an initially cold plastic (CH) and a large volume

uniform plasma state. We show differences between transport in cold material and uniform

warm plasma: copper (Cu) Kα (produced when fast electrons collide with atoms of a Cu

foil at the end of the transport medium) was reduced by a factor of 25 with the plasma

compared to the foam. PIC modeling indicates that the cause of the difference is shared

by two effects: a resistive collimating magnetic field throughout the denser and (initially)

cold foam; and an insulating magnetic field at the interface between the gold (Au) electron

source layer and the lower density CH plasma.
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Experiments were conducted at the OMEGA EP facility [14]. Targets consisted of a Au

foil for fast electron generation, a CH transport layer, and a Cu observation foil. The CH layer

was either a solid CH foil (50-µm-thick, 1 g/cm3, ρr = 5 mg/cm2) or a CH foam (250-µm-

thick, 200 mg/cm3, ρr = 5 mg/cm2), and the foam was either in its original form, or else was

driven from the side to produce a longitudinally uniform, expanded plasma. To be confident

that a large, uniform, well-defined plasma was created, a platform for characterizing the

plasma transport volume was first developed with OMEGA EP as reported in [15, 16]. The

plasma was created by shock-heating a CH foam (250-µm-thick and 250-µm by 400-µm in

the transverse dimensions) using a ∼ 1.2 kJ 3.5 ns UV laser driver pulse incident on a side

ablator wall, and was characterized using x-ray absorption spectroscopy. The plasma was

determined to be in a relatively steady state condition 7 ns after incidence of the laser driver,

having density 30±10 mg/cm3 and temperature 40±5 eV at the position probed. The same

target and laser drive were used for the driven foam shots in this experiment, with the UV

pulse incident 4 or 7 ns before the short pulse. A side wall prevented the interactions from

interfering with the measurement and also gave room for the plasma to expand (full volume

360-µm-thick and 250-µm by 400-µm transversely). The three target types are shown in Fig.

1.

The short pulse delivered 266 J (infrared) in 8.5 ps for the solid CH target shot and

764 ± 10 J in 8.1 ± 0.1 ps for all other shots, at 25◦ incidence angle, corresponding to a

normalized vector potential of 3. The driver pulse delivered 1231± 49 J (ultraviolet) in 3.5

ns onto the ablator surface.

The emission from the Cu Foil was diagnosed both spatially using a Spherical Crystal

Imager (SCI) [17] and spectrally using a von Hamos Highly Oriented Pyrolytic Graphite

(HOPG) spectrometer (ZVH), which has a ∼ 2 keV spectral window and was tuned to

measure Cu K-shell emission. These emission diagnostics used Imaging Plates, which use

PhotoStimulated Luminescence (PSL) as the unit of measurement.

For the solid CH target, the Cu Kα emission profile was localized in the center of the

foil indicating a directional electron beam with transport somewhat controlled by resistive

collimation, typical of similar experiments in the literature [18, 19]. The shape of the Cu Kα

emission from the unshocked foam target was similar to the solid CH case (a) with compara-

ble peak brightness and integrated signal after taking into account the longer foil separation

and higher laser power. However, the observed signals from both Cu Kα diagnostics indicate
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a much stronger difference between the (undriven) foam and (driven) plasma transport layer

cases as seen in the raw images, lineouts, and signal levels shown in Fig. 2. The emission

from all driven shots was dispersed over the foil with no apparent features, and the emission

was significantly dimmer. The SCI signal from a driver-only shot was subtracted from the

driven shots; the remaining signal was reduced compared to the undriven shots by a factor of

16.3±1.8 when comparing the spatially integrated SCI signal and 18.1±1.3 when comparing

the area under the Cu Kα peaks on the separate ZVH diagnostic. The corresponding ratio

for the peak angular intensity as measured with the SCI was 25.0± 2.5.

The short pulse laser-plasma interaction was monitored on each shot using x-ray pinhole

camera (XRPHC) images of the interaction. Of the three driven shots, two showed evidence

of disruption (XRPHC shown in Fig. 1C lower inset) while the third showed minor disruption

(Fig. 1C upper inset) - the XRPHC intensity was only diminished by 7% as compared to

the undriven shots.

Two dimensional (2D) PIC simulations were conducted using the OSIRIS code [20] to

examine the particles’ behavior in the target and explain the differences observed in transport

in the foam and plasma cases. The cold, solid case is not modeled. The simulations presented

had the following parameters. The plasma region was 300-µm-wide and uniform transversely;

260-µm in the longitudinal direction, consisting of a 10-µm Au layer in front of a 250-µm CH

layer. The plasma was separated on all sides from the simulation edge by 10-µm of vacuum.

The Au region had a charge density of 392 nc – where nc is the critical density for a 1 µm

wavelength laser – a charge state of Z = 8 (pertinent only for Coulomb collisions) and a

mass-to-charge ratio of 4.5 × 104me/e. The CH layer had a mass-to-charge ratio of 3600

me/e, a charge density of either 7 nc (consistent with the lower end of the inferred plasma

density, ∼ 22 mg/cm3, referred to as the “plasma” case from now on) or 63 nc (consistent

with the cold foam density, referred to as “foam” from now on), and a charge state of Z = 6

(separate C and H ions were not modeled). In the plasma case, the electrons and ions in

the CH layer were initialized with a temperature of 40 eV, and the Au layer was in pressure

balance; in the foam case the entire target was initialized at room temperature. A laser was

focused on the center of the Au region, with a wavelength of λ = 1µm, a spot size (FWHM)

of 34-µm, and a normalized vector potential of a0 = Ae/mec = 3. Incidence was normal to

the surface and the electric field was in the plane of the simulation; the laser rise time was

one laser period, after which the intensity remained constant.
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The OMEGA EP laser system has a prepulse phase with duration of order nanosecond,

and omitting this phase (which cannot be modeled practically in OSIRIS) results in a sharper

initial vacuum-matter interface and consequently a somewhat cooler fast electron population

[21]. The accelerated electron beam will be otherwise broadly similar, and more importantly,

this approach uses the same idealized laser pulse in the foam and plasma simulations, so

the differences between the two will map to the differences between the corresponding ex-

perimental cases, even if the exact beam profile has differences between simulation and

experiment.

The numerical parameters were as follows. The cell size was 0.075 c/ω0 square, and the

time-step was 0.05/ω0. In the Au layer there were 224 electrons and ions per cell, in the CH

layer the number was either 36 or 4 for the foam or plasma case, respectively. Boundary

conditions were periodic transversely; longitudinally they were absorbing (Perfectly Matched

Layer) for fields and reflecting for particles. Particle splitting was used for the high-energy

particles, with up to 6 splits, to reduce macro-particle stopping [22]. Coulomb collisions

were included using the model of Pérez et al. [23] including the low-temperature correction

explained therein.

The top row of Fig. 3 shows the forward heat flux (energy transport)from these simula-

tions at time t = 6.3ps; the results from the foam and plasma cases are in the left and right

column, respectively. We focus on the heat transport, the third moment of the distribution

function, as it is the lowest moment closely associated with the transport of the fast elec-

trons. The first moment - the net electron current - will be near zero because the current of

the fast electrons is almost exactly canceled by a cold return current, necessary to prevent

change build-up at the surface. There is no such cancellation of energy transport, and as

the temperature of the background return current is much lower than the kinetic energy of

the fast electron beam, the background electrons will contribute negligibly to the heat flux

which will therefore be dominated by the fast electrons. In the foam, the heat flux can be

seen emerging from the laser interaction region as a number of filaments. The outermost

filaments continue into the foam along straight paths, at roughly 45◦ above and below the

middle of the box; the more interior filaments however remain near the middle of the box

or curve back towards it as they cross the foam, with one filament each above and below

the main heat flux region clearly bending back in and merging into other filaments. The net

effect is that the majority of the heat transport coalesced into a single, albeit filamented,
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beam along the direction of target normal.

The heat flux in the plasma case also shows a filamented structure, but the individual

filaments fan out in straight paths without collimating or in any other way interacting. In

addition, the filaments, with the exception of one in the middle of the box, are notably

weaker than those in the foam case. Heat can also be seen entering the plasma above and

below the laser interaction region.

The bottom row of Fig. 3 shows the magnetic field at the same time. In both the foam

and the plasma cases the same filamentary structure present in the heat flux can be seen

in the B field, with collimating fields (for forward going electrons) wrapping around each

energy beam. In the foam case a weaker, global collimating field is also present around the

bundle of filaments, causing them to converge.

In the plasma case the field near the Au-CH interface is shown as an insert with a

different color-scale to show a wider range of field strength. In this region a large, strong,

turbulent field can be seen, with transverse width somewhat greater than the laser spot

size, and magnitude of over 100 MG (equivalent to greater than unity in simulation units of

mec ω0/e). Close to the middle of the box this field switches sign – and hence goes through

zero – and it can be seen that it is from this field null that the one strong heat flux filament

emerges. There is no similar interface field in the foam case.

To emulate the Cu layer in the experiment, the total energy density in the electrons in a

20-µm-thick region at the far side of the target was integrated. Fig. 4 shows this value, time-

averaged over the duration of the simulation (6.3 ps) and smoothed by 20 µm to approximate

the effective optical resolution of the SCI. Both the foam and plasma case show a baseline

energy density of about 0.1 mec
2nc, which is likely an overestimate compared to reality due

to the 2D geometry and finite target in the simulation creating a smaller region for the

refluxing electrons to deposit their energy. In the foam simulation, a narrow peak can be

seen well above the baseline in the same region where the main heat flux beam is directed;

two smaller peaks can also just be made out at the same location as the two filaments

which are not trapped in the main beam. Contrasting this the signal from the plasma case

shows almost no features above baseline. This is consistent with the experimental Kα signal,

although the peak is narrower in the simulation results.

It appears from these diagnostics that the flow of high-energy electrons which are accel-

erated by the laser is determined by the structure of the magnetic field. The growth of that
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field can in part be determined by expressing the electric field using a generalized Ohm’s law

[24] which retails the resistivity and V × B terms, and then inserting that into Faraday’s

law:

∂B/∂t = −c∇× E = ∇× (c η jfast + (V ×B)) (1)

where jfast is the current of the high energy electrons, η is the effective resistivity due to

the collisionality of the return current, V is the material flow of the plasma defined as

V ≡

∑
s=e,i

vsmsns∑
s=e,i

msns
, and we have assumed that jfast = −jreturn, that is that the net current is

near zero.

If the resistivity is assumed to be constant in space, the first term will lead to the growth

of a collimating magnetic field [25]; it can also lead to breakup of the beam into multiple

filaments [26]. In the foam case both effects are seen, with the beam breaking up into

filaments quickly upon entering the CH region but then mostly collimating before crossing

the box; in the plasma simulation only filamentation can be seen, with no indication of

collimation.

The distinction between the plasma and foam cases which leads the difference in behavior

appears to be the initial density; the reason is that the effect of ohmic heating due to the

return current is to cause a gradient in the resistivity which opposes the collimation, and

the lower density CH is able to heat more rapidly. Although the initial temperature may

also have some effect on the collisionality, both targets quickly heat up from the short-pulse

interaction such that the initial temperature is irrelevent; simulations of reduced-size target

show no initial temperature effect on the heat flux behavior (though such targets do warm

more rapidly due to their lower total simulated mass).

The second term on the right-hand side of the Ohm’s law describes the trapped flow of

the magnetic field with material current, which can be seen by dropping the resistive term

from the equation and using the continuity equation, ∂ρ
∂t

+∇ · (Vρ) = 0, and the definition

of the convective derivative D
Dt

= ∂
∂t

+ V · ∇, to arrive at

D

Dt

(
B

ρ

)
=

1

ρ
(B · ∇)V (2)

This equation shows that the ratio of the magnetic field strength to the material density

is a convective constant except where the material current varies in the direction of the

field. In two dimensional situations such as the simulations presented here the analysis is
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even simpler, as the self-generated magnetic field can only point out of the plane and so the

right-hand side is exactly zero; in this case the ratio of field strength to density is an explicit

convective constant (again, when the other terms in the Ohm’s law are neglected). This term

causes magnetic field which is created in the plastic region to be carried with the return

current back toward the laser. This appears to be the origin of the strong, turbulent field

region at the Au-CH interface in the plasma case, which can be seen growing continuously

in time as the field flows back toward the focus. With strength above unity in simulation

units, the Larmor radius in this field of even a particle at twice the laser quiver velocity

[27] is less than a micron, significantly smaller than the spatial extent of the field region.

This field inhibits the ability of electrons to enter the CH region, causing electrons to exit

the gold away from the laser focus and trapping more heat in the gold; it also affects the

formation and evolution of the heat flux filaments, for instance preventing strong filaments

from entering the plasma except where they can pass through the field region along field

nulls. In the foam the growth rate of this interface field is significantly lower as the velocity

of the plasma making up the return current is less, such that no strong field regions are

present even at the end of the simulation.

A series of simulations with reduced-geometry targets finds that excluding Coulomb col-

lisions leads to strong modification of the heat flux behavior that cannot match the exper-

imental observation. In particular, in the foam case without collisions, no collimation or

filamentation whatsoever is visible; there the hot electrons travel ballistically away from the

acceleration region in a beam with an angular spread of over 90 ◦. In the plasma case some

heat flux filaments are seen, where they are caused by interface field and emerge from the

nulls of that field as is seen in the collisional simulations presented above; the growth of that

field region is independent of resistivity (absent the question of the origin of the convected

field) so this result is to be expected.

In summary, fast electron transport was shown experimentally to be dramatically different

in multi-layer foils with shock-rarefied plasma compared to the same unshocked CH foam

or cold solid CH. The plasma layer resulted in reduced electron transport to the back of the

target package by a factor of 25. 2D PIC modeling indicates that the transport is primarily

affected by the self-generated magnetic fields, via two distinct but related phenomena. In

both the rarefied plasma and initially cold foam Coulomb collisions lead to filamentation

of the beam of hot electrons. In the foam the majority of the heat flux also collimates into
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a beam with a narrow spread, an effect not seen in the lower density plasma. In addition

to this resistance-generated field, a strong insulating magnetic field is seen at the interface

between the Au electron source and the plasma, caused by the convective flow of field with

the return current. This field both directly impedes the electron flow into the CH region and

affects the evolution of the heat flux filaments. These new findings shed light on fast electron

behavior at material interfaces and contribute to the understanding of the underlying physics

of electron transport in various media. These findings should be considered when designing

multi-layered targets for particle sources and will impact the fast ignition and shock ignition

advanced inertial confinement fusion schemes in which electrons must transport across one

or many sharp density interfaces.
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FIG. 1. (color online) Fast electrons from short pulse laser (red) interaction with a Au foil trans-

ported through three different CH layers: solid foil (A), foam (B), and foam heated to plasma by

a 1.2 kJ beam (purple in C and D). The Au foil is shown partially transparent in (B) to reveal

the foam. A Cu foil was behind the transport layers. (D) shows the perspective of the Spherical

Crystal Imager and also indicates the line of sight of the Zn Von Hamos spectrometer. Pinhole

camera images of the interaction are shown inset.
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FIG. 2. (color online) Spherical Crystal Imager images of the Cu Kα emission (a-c, each normalized

individually). Filter-corrected lineouts are plotted (d) and the signals from the SCI and ZVH are

analyzed (e). [*The Solid CH data have been scaled by laser power.]
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FIG. 3. (color online) Left column: Higher density “foam” case; right column: lower density

“plasma” case. Top row: forward heat flux at t=6.3 ps. Bottom row: magnetic field at t=6.3

ps. In the plasma case the strong field at the Au/CH interface is shown with enhanced color scale.
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FIG. 4. (color online) Total energy density in the electrons in the rear 20-µm of the simulation

target averaged over 6.3ps, for both plasma and foam cases.
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